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ABSTRACT

In this report� we propose a cascade fuzzy adaptive Hamming net �CFAHN which can

function as an extensible database in a model�based object recognition system
 The proposed

CFAHN can accept both binary and analog inputs
 The architecture of a CFAHN not only

preserves the prominent characteristics of the FAHN �i
e
� parallel pattern matching� fast

learning and stable categorization� but also extends its capability to the hierarchical class

representation of input patterns
 The developed CFAHN is an unsupervised learning neural

network� which can be used to store new object categories in an extensiblemanner
 Moreover�

every path in the database reveals a coarse�to��ne representation of an input pattern
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� INTRODUCTION

Unsupervised pattern classi�cation can be de�ned as the categorization of input patterns

into clusters or groups without any a priori information
 Patterns categorized into a cluster

are more similar to each other than to those belonging to other clusters
 In recent years�

neural network clustering has become a hot area of research because of its adaptivity and

intrinsic parallelism
 Among di�erent unsupervised neural network models� Adaptive Res�

onance Theory�ART�type networks ����� have several salient characteristics� i
e
� �� they

can self�organize data set on line� �� they can create new output nodes �categories in�

crementally� and �� they do not su�er from the problem of forgetting previously learned

categories if the environment changes


Usually� an unknown input scene is very complex and may exhibit a hierarchical struc�

ture �����
 If input data contain structural relationships� a single layer of output nodes in

traditional self�organizing neural networks ��������� is de�nitely not su�cient to reveal their

hierarchical characteristics
 In order to make the scheme more �exible and powerful� Bartfai

proposed a Hierarchical ART �HART ��� that is capable of developing hierarchical class

representation through self�organization of input patterns
 However� his architecture learns

to categorize only binary input patterns
 Inspired by his work� we propose a cascade fuzzy

adaptive Hamming net �CFAHN� which is able to accept both binary and analog inputs
 In

order to improve the learning process� we incorporate a fuzzy adaptive Hamming net into the

structure of the proposed CFAHN
 In the architecture of a traditional ART�type network�

the learning process incorporates a search�hypothesis test cycle so that the winning node

can be located and updated
 If the hypothesis test fails� a reset will ensue to start another

searching cycle
 It is de�nitely true that a series of mismatched resets in response to a single

input will increase the computational load and lower the e�ciency of the networks
 The

adaptive Hamming net �AHN ��� ��� is� thus� proposed to solve this problem
 An AHN is
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functionally equivalent to an ART�� network ��� except that its comparison scheme is a paral�

lel search
 Extended from an AHN� a fuzzy adaptive Hamming net �FAHN ���� is proposed

which allows analog input and is functionally equivalent to a fuzzy ART network ���
 In a

CFAHN� the adaptive thresholding rule of an FAHN module is modi�ed so that it can allow

complement coding �which is an essential process for solving the proliferation problem ���


This modi�cation can be applied to an analog input data when it propagates between layers


In a CFAHN� each module of an FAHN will learn the input data by either updating the

matched category or by creating a new category if no existing categories can represent it


Through the connections of categories between consecutive layers� the class hierarchy of input

data is formed from bottom to top ��ne to coarse
 The physical meaning of the hierarchical

relationship is that categories in higher layers represent a more general view than do those in

lower layers
 Based on this kind of arrangement� a coarse�to��ne hierarchical representation

scheme that can reveal the intrinsic structure of input patterns is presented
 In order to

make things more clear� an example is given as follows
 An input set contains three events

fman� woman� catg
 A coarse�to��ne representation can be learned by a ��layered CFAHN�

and the result after learning is shown in Fig
 �
 In layer �� an individual event occupies a

single category
 In layer �� because of the coarser representation� a human being category

and an animal category are generated
 The human being category in layer � represents a

more general view which includes both the man category and woman category in layer �
 In

layer �� only one category� the living creature� is generated to express the most general view

of all events


The organization of the rest of this report is as follows
 In Section �� the architecture

and learning strategies of the proposed CFAHN are presented
 In Section �� a simulation

example is illustrated
 Concluding remarks for this work are given in Section �
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� CASCADE FUZZY ADAPTIVE HAMMINGNET

In this section� we shall describe the details of a CFAHN


��� Architecture

Fig
 � shows the basic architecture of a CFAHN
 In this architecture� every layer l contains

a module of FAHNl
 A module of FAHNl �Fig
 � is divided into two parts� F�l and F�l


The process of pattern matching and category selection is performed in F�l of each layer�

which is able to �lter out impossible categories and pick up a best matched category from the

candidates in one run
 After the winning category� J l� is generated in F�l� its corresponding

category in F�l is then activated to learn the input data
 The learning process either updates

the existing category or creates a new category in each layer
 In the meantime� learning

between layers �i
e
� FAHNs is triggered by a compression�based data�driven process ���


That is� except for the �rst layer which receives original input data� every other layer receives

prototypes generated from its previous layer
 For example� the input to F�l with l � � is

the output of F�l��
 Let I� represent the input data to the �rst layer� then we have

I l � I l�� �W l��� l � �� � � � � L� ��

where L is the number of layers in a CFAHN� and the fuzzy AND operator � is de�ned by

�x � yi � min�xi� yi� ��

��� Determination of thresholds

To extend an FAHN to the proposed multiple�layeredCFAHN� one important consideration is

whether complement coding is applied to the learning process or not
 Complement coding is

a process used to solve the proliferation problem ��� �i
e
� to avoid generating too many small

categories
 In our design� only the �rst layer needs complement coding
 As to the higher

layers� since their inputs become hyperbox�shaped prototypes� it is unnecessary to apply
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complement coding again
 In a CFAHN� the learning process with or without complement

coding results in two di�erent interpretations in terms of a threshold value
 Basically� this

threshold value plays an important role because it can control the number of categories

generated in every layer
 The larger the threshold is set� the greater is the number of

categories generated
 If complement coding is not applied� the threshold is used to determine

the compression ratio of a selected category in response to an input data pattern
 A category

is selected as a candidate from the category database if its weights are very close to those of

an input data pattern
 By nature� the generated category is a maximal subset of an input

data pattern
 If complement coding is applied� and the input data is in analog format� then

by Eq
 �� the input to higher layers �i
e
 l � � becomes a hyperbox�shaped set
 Under these

circumstances� whenever a category is selected as a candidate from the category database�

this means its weights can maximize a hyperbox that represents the input data pattern
 The

selected category in higher layers is� therefore� considered as the superset of an input data

pattern
 To retain the learning properties of ART�type networks� the adaptive thresholding

value in multiple layers is rede�ned as

�l �

�
� if jI l �W lj � jW lj�
jI lj�l otherwise�

��

where the norm j � j is de�ned by

jxj �
mX
i��

jxij�

�l is the vigilance parameter in layer l� and its value is set to ��� ��


��� Learning Algorithm

The learning algorithm of a CFAHN is described as follows�

�
 Initialization� Determine the number of layers� L� and the vigilance parameter� �l�

for layer l
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�
 Input� Present a binary or analog pattern X � �x�� ���� xn� to the input nodes of

FAHN�� where xi is in ��� ��� and n is the number of input nodes �i
e
� the dimension

of the input vector


�
 Input coding� If complement coding is applied� the input to FAHN� is extended

from dimension n to m by

I� � �x�� � � � � xn� x
c
�� � � � � x

c
n�� where xci � �� xi and m � �n�

otherwise� I� � X and m � n
 After the number of input nodes in the �rst layer is

determined� the number of input nodes to every upper layer is set to the same value

�i
e
� m


�
 For every FAHNl �l � �� L� �

�
� Pattern matching�

�
�
� If the category database in FAHNl is empty� Goto ��
�
�


�
�
� For every input I l and category W l
j � compute the matching score by

slj �
mX
i��

min�I li� w
l
ji�

Here� a linear function f l� is used to �lter out impossible categories if their

matching scores cannot pass the vigilance test
 That is�

f l��sj �

�
� if slj � �l�
slj if slj � �l


The threshold value �l is determined by Eq
 ��


�
�
� If all W l
j are �ltered out� Goto ��
�
�
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�
� Category selection� Choose a pattern category according to the selection

function

ulj �
f l��sj

� � jW lj
�

where � � �� �
 The category selection J l is� thus� obtained by

J l � argj max
j

ulj� j � �� � � � � N l�

where N l is the number of categories generated at layer l
 If more than one ulj is

maximal� the output node with the smallest index is chosen to break the tie


Perform between�layer and within�layer learning at the same time


�
� Between�layer learning� For the higher layers in FAHNl �l � ��

I l � I l�� �W l��
J �

where l � �� and W l��
J is the weights of the activated category located in

FAHNl��


�
� Within�layer learning�

�
�
� If the category database is empty� or if there is no category match� a new

category is generated and initialized by

W l
J � I l�

�
�
� If the J lth category in FAHNl is chosen� the weight values are updated by

W
�new�
J �W

�old�
J � ��I l �W

�old�
J �W

�old�
J �

where � is set to �����
 If � is equal to �� the learning is considered to be fast

learning� otherwise� the winning weight vector is updated with a slower rate

of forgetting


�
 Goto �� until the network is stable� i
e
� no new category in FAHNl is created� and

the weights are not further changed
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��� Coarse�to��ne representation

Basically� the output of a CFAHN is a selected category represented in a hierarchical form


This hierarchical representation scheme represents a category with a linked path� from �ne to

coarse �bottom up
 In what follows� we shall give an example of this category representation

scheme
 Given an input pattern� the pattern matching and category selection module �F�

of a CFAHN will try to select a best matched category located in F� �Fig
 �
 Since the

counterparts of the input image in every layer of F� will be activated� the category �or

class hierarchy will be generated
 To explain this using an example� a simple data set

with �ve patterns ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� was fed into a ��layered CFAHN
 The

network was trained until each data pattern could directly access its category in each layer


As shown in Fig
 �� in layer FAHN�� �ve categories were generated to represent �ve input

patterns
 However� in layer FAHN�� only three categories are generated
 Categories in

these two layers thus form a hierarchical structure by activation of input patterns
 Category

C� in layer FAHN� represents category C� and C� in layer FAHN� due to the similarity

of the pattern � � � �
 Category C� in layer FAHN� represents categories C� and C�

in layer FAHN� due to the similarity of the pattern � � � � �
 In addition to exhibiting

the hierarchical relationships of categories� the prototypes of these categories can also be

used to locate features that are not inherited from more general classes located at higher

levels
 For example� the pattern � �  represented by Category C� in FAHN� cannot

be represented by Category C� or C� in FAHN�


� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In the experiments� we used ��� two�dimensional feature points as a training data set to

test the e�ectiveness of the proposed CFAHN
 These data were spread into seven Gaussian

distributions� and among these distributions� four overlapped to form two bigger clusters


The test data were related to object recognition by considering that features of objects were
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extracted by a preprocessing process and then transformed into an appropriate feature vector

form
 In this example� each two�dimensional data point represented a feature vector with

two feature components
 Fig
 ��a shows the scatter plot of the data used in this example


The number of layers of CFAHN required for a CFAHN used in the experiment was set to be

three
 The vigilance parameters of CFAHN were set to be �� � ���� �� � ���� and �� � ����


Further� we applied complement coding in the learning process of the experiment
 After

the learning process of the network became stable �i
e
� every input could access a matching

category in each layer� and the weights of a selected category did not change� the cascading

relationships of di�erent categories represented by multi�layers of an F� network were as

shown in Fig
 ��b
 Figs
 ��c� �d and �e show a series of generated categories in di�erent

layers of F�
 It is obvious that categories in higher layers formed a superset of categories in

lower layers �Fig
 ��f
 Therefore� categories in higher layers could express a more general

view than could those in lower layers
 In this way� the representation of categories was

constructed through input data propagation from the bottom layer to the top layer
 In layer

FAHN�� Category C� was initialized but never activated and expanded
 An additional

garbage collection process is� thus� needed at the end of every learning epoch
 This process

is designed to delete empty categories which are never activated by any input data


� CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have successfully built a cascade fuzzy adaptive Hamming net
 The cascade networks are

able to create new categories in every layer to learn input data
 The hierarchical relationships

of input data are then constructed through the connections of categories in layers
 The

cascade fuzzy adaptive Hamming net is able to learn complex and structured input data


Thus� it can act as an extensible database in a object recognition system and provide a

coarse�to��ne representation scheme of input data
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